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commentary • prologue

Genesis
"Ah, well a day! What evil
looks had I from old and
young. Instead of the cross,
the Albatross, about my neck
was hung."
-Samuel Taylor Coleridge
by Robert J . Kosinski
To build a university, one
needs mortar, ·muscle and
minds - to build a university.
In 1969, Uly:sses S. Grant
was innaugura~d as president
the Suez Canal was completed
and the General Assembly of
the State of Illinois voted to
authorize the establishment of
a normal school somewhere or
anywhere in the state. Cook
County got the jump on
everybody else by building one
in Englewood. The objective of
the Cook County Normal
School was to educate people
to become teachers and the
school's principal, Francis W.
Parker, decided that this could

be done in six months.
To build a university, one
needs mortar , muscle and
minds - .to build a university.
The Cook County Board of
Supervisors gave complete
ownership of the Cook County
Normal School to the City of
Chicago. In 1896, the Chicago
board of Edu.c ation was told
that they were obligated to
maintain consistent teacher
education at the school. It
would take two years for a
student to be considered
qualified to teach, certainly a
far cry from the six month
program, but the degree was
the same ~ nonexistent. At
about the time Adolf Hitler
decided he was going to invade
Poland, students could get a
degree in education and even
go on for graduate studies at
what was Chicago Teachers
College. The bachelor degree

program took four years, just
like a real college.
To build a university, one
needs mortar , muscle and
minds - to build a university.
·The war was over and the
years rolled on. Many high
school graduates decided that
they wanted to make teaching
their career, and the little
school in Englewood or that
other place in Blue Island just
-couldn't meet the demand .
Chicago Teachers College North was placed on a sizable
piece of land surrounded by a
parental school, cemetary and
a tuberculosis sanitarium.
With all that grass and those
trees, it •should look just like
Harvard in the summertime,
and the cemetary added prominence to the area. Former
Chicago mayor Anton Cermak
is buried there. Cermak tried
to clean up gangland Chicago

before he stopped a bullet
intended for President Franklin Roosevelt . " I ' m glad
it was me ins t ead of
you." He told the President.
"I'm glad it was me." The
North Campus opened in 1961.
To build a university, one
needs ...
The burden of maintaining
the college was lifted from
Chicago's shoulders on July
16, 1965 when control of
Illinois Teachers College North was transfered by the

General Assembly to the
Board of Govenors of State
Colleges and Universities. Two
years later, the school was
christened Northeastern Illinois State College, and with
the enhancement of a liberal
·arts degree program and the
graduate degree programs
Northeastern achieved university status on July 28, 1971.
And Northeastern could
never be a " normal " school
again.

commentary

The good, the bad and the ugly
"A man learns to skate by
staggering about making a
fool of himself; indeed, he
progresses in all things by
making a fool of himself."
George Bernard Shaw
by Robert J. Kosinski ·
A university is people student s, faculty, administrators and staff.
A university is students.
The Board of Governors
defines a student as "any
person who is duly admitted
and currently registered at any
university under the jurisdiction of the Board and who is in
good academic standing as
identified and determined by
the appropriate Vice President
for Student Affairs." If. that
doesn't sound like you, I
wouldn't worry about it.
When I came t o North•
eastern in 1974, I was very
concerned about getting a
good education, and it only
slightly disturbed me that the
grafitti, " Northeas tern Diplomas, " was written above
every tissue dispenser in the
Men's Room toliet stalls.
What really disturbed me was
an incident in which Professor
Harry Hild was denied tenure
by the English Department,
and. one of the reasons given
was that he was a graduate of
Northeas t ern. It may be
coincidental that most of the
names of faculty who received
their Graduate degrees from
Northeastern in my 1973
undergraduate catalogue are
no longer around.
Northeastern is in an enviable position because it is in
an ideal location for an urban
commuter university and students do want to come here,
but UNI admissions close
before any other state university and many high school
grads or transfers are shut out.
The National College Guide
books (Incidentally, UNI appears to have made all of them
this , year . ) rate the UNI

admissions requirements as
being nearly nonexistent. If
the university is to gain in
educational prestige, it should
base its limits on academics
and not on the calender.
One way the university has
found for enhancing an education is through student activities. Student activities, though
a nice idea at the onset, has
appeared to be one of the
greatest means of promoting
disunity among the student
body, especially around budget
time. They have also provided
an excuse for one group of
stupents to get together and
hate another group of students
because of their politics or the
color of their skin. United we
stand divided we fall . We fall.
· A university is faculty. The
passage of collective bargaining of the Board of, Governors
was a big victory, and a
well-planned one, for faculty.
When the smoke clears, faculty spoils could range from
higher salaries to reserved
faculty parking spaces, and of
course, the . student voice
would be reduced to a whisper
if a total laryngectomy isn't
performed. Of course, the
administration is unfair to the
faculty.
The faculty is Dan Stern
and the hearing tribunal which
will pass judgement on him
and decide if he should be
allow~d to teach at UNI
anymore. Stern will probably
outlast all of -them, because
he's ·a survivor (and how could
the tribunal face their colleagues if they kicked out a
~nure professor.)
Harry Hild is another
survivor. He was eliminated
from the Englisli Depart~ent
and given his own, called th.e
English Language Program.
Here, Hild has had phenomenal success in making up for
the failures of the Chicago
Public School system in writing and language instruction.

The program could suffer a
serious blow if credit is taken
away from their courses. Only
the University Educational
Policies Council knows for
sure, and they're faculty, too.
The faculty have also given
us Author and Adventurer
Roger Charlier; Novelist John
Powers; that Pop Culture
man, J . Fred McDonald; and
the presently controversial ,
Jose Lopez, who should be
more appropriately noted as
being one of the founders of a
successful high school for
Puerto Rican student s.· One
could say that these men did
much to put Northeastern on
the map, or, at least in the
College Guide books.
~
A university is administrators. Jerome Sachs. . . Robert
Goldberg. . . William Howenstine. .
Richard Poorman . . . Harold Mohamed...
all administrators. What? You
don't recognize any of those
names? That was the administration of my 1973 Undergrad. uate Catalogue. When the•
faculty starts screaming about
teachers being denied tenure,
they should look at the
turnover rate in the administration. Since I've been at
Northeastern, I don't think
there has been one moment
when there wasn't some
Search and Scroon process in
progress. How can the university be expected to grow if it
cannot achiev.e the right
continuity of administration.
Continuity is Bill Lie1'emann, the vice-president for
Academic Affairs. He was one
name' I left off of the 1973
administration list. Lienemann
has been at Northeastern for a
very long time as a Vice-president, and he ghosted, in part
or in full·, both the Sachs and
MuUen presidencies. He was
even president for awhile after
the Mullen resignation. Even
those who dislike Lienemann
would have to admit that he

University President Ron Williams - Does a university change
with its' constitution?
'-

has been a valuable member of
long.
the UNI administrative team,
Obscurity is Donn Bischsel,
but he has been. looking for
vice-president for development
another job and it is likely that
and Public Affairs, because a
he will be leaving, perhaps
lot of people still don't know
even in the near future. These
what he does yet.
days, f don't think anyone
A university staff. The staff
would stop him.
are usually those people we
Admirability is Jose Morcan ' t blame for anything
ales , the vice-president for
because it's the comp~ter's
Student Affairs. He came to
fault.
, UNI at a time when disputes
The staff are the people in
and violence via two Puerto
financial aid or the Records
Rican campus groups, ripped
Office who all take their lunch
t hrough the halls of the
hour at the same time so the
university. Morales was ver6ffic:e must be 'cTosed. The staff
bally assa1.1-lted and accused of
is th11-t woman in financial aid
taking sides, but negotiations
who sat on a table at the office
continued and the students
entrance with her back to a
involved, along with the
line of students as she fieded
vice-president for Student Aftheir questions and requests
fairs escaped the situtation
while trying her best to treat
with lttle damage · to their
thein like animal waste. " I
respective pursuit. Morales
have an appointment to see
has recently resigned to conMr. Wendel," said one stutinue his doctoral degree. He
dent. "No, you don't ," she
will be missed.
replied. " Mr. Wendel doesn't
Credibility is Ron Williams,
see students ." Of course,
president of the university.
students are all liars.
·
When the North Central
The staff is also Assistant
Accreditation
Association Commuter Center Director
composed their report on Carl Ostermeier, whose stuNortheastern, they said faculdent advocacy · has brought
ty moral was at a very low many of the pleasures that
level, mostly because of an · now exist in " that building."
unresponsive administration. And the staff is Health
Jim Mullen was never around,
Services Director Marion Etthe faculty didn't _ like Bill ten whose concern for student
Lienemann and Ann Smith welfare has brought Antiwasn't doing any.thing, but smoking Clinics to UNI and
when Williams came to town,
condoms to the Service Desk.
everybody started to feel a
A university is people who
whole lot better. He talked work together and live a large
about accessibility and rewrit- part of their lives with each
ing the university constitution other. There are both the good
and shared governance. Credi- and the bad as in all things,
bilitiy? It has yet to be tested, but which side will prevail? No
but, it's nice to have a one really knows.
University President come to
If you've managed to reach
see ME in MY office some- the end of this rather lengthly
times.
presentation, let me intrigue
Incredibility is Ann Smith, you with this question: What's
acting vice-president for Aca- the difference between Northdemic Affairs, for holding on eastern and Harvard?
to an acting position .for so
My answer, next week. _

,
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EnrollDlent down,
st~dent· fees _to slip
to dangero.u s lev.e l
with the results of the Student
by Robert J. Kosinski
Fees survey which went out to
A significant decrease in
every
student, to see how this
enrollment has caused Busmoney
§hould be divided.
iness Office Director Bill GrifAccording
to the survey,
fith to estimate a decrease in
Athletics
would
receive
the collection of student fees
$51,300, a $14,700 cut; CCAB
from last year ' s total of
- $54,000, a $10,350 cut from
$330,000 to a proposed
last year; Fine Arts
$270,000.
The Student fees Advisory , $48,600, a $10,800 cut; Independent Clubs - $35,000, a
Committee, meeting on Mon$1,200
cut; - Media - $44,550,
day, March 14, with the
a
$19,800
cut and the Student
absence of four of the five
Senate
would
receive $31,050,
representatives of the Boards
a $8550 c~t.
of Control, were presented

Senate President Jim Payette says that the senate could
survive on their suggested
allo; ation provided the Student Auto Maintenence Account was eliminat.ed. This
would mean that traveling
clubs would have to pay for
thErir own transporation expenses and the present budget
situtation would almost _make
that i!I}possible.
Payette moved to accept the
survey results and the committee passed the proposal.
Opposition came from the
only represented Board of
Control, Media, which expressed the concern that it would be
impossible for media clubs to
run under the · suggested
allocation.
,
The next Fees Advisory
Committee meeting will be
Monday, March 21 at 1:00.

New financial award

Career-Services on Thursdays

/

I

while students were waiting at '
the window with requests to
check files for completion,
requests to sign up ~or
interviews, requests to schedule appointments under the
new Buckley federal legislation
and so on. Everything has
increased except -staff. Therefore the idea behind the
Thursday, -experiment is to
involve the . staff in. a total
dedication 'to demolishing the

ipcreasing pile of paper work
to a managable level. If that
can be accomplished, more
efforts could then be channeled
to other areas of student
interest when the office is
open.
An added note: Check the
bulletin board for information
on a May-June P.1.E. course
involving career planning and
the job search.

;Equality

•
Ill

Page 3

Students reme-m ber!

Work load closes door for
'l'he Career Services office is
planning to close on Thursday
afternoons on an experimental
basis tk·ough June 30th. ·Any
student wishing to submit a .
request for credentials may
continue to do so by using the
drop envelope on the door. If
other students have office
items calling for immediate
handling, they should contact
the Comlseling Center next
door, B-115, which will refer
their problems for appropriate
response. .
.
.
'There has l,een a very
satisfying increase in the
number of recruiters coming
on campus; an increase in the
number of students polishing
up their skills in learning
about job search techniques,
an increase in the number of
students poring over the
vacancy lists a:iid along with
these increases, an increase in
the number of credentials for
teacher vacancy mailings. This
dual stream of activities, one
requiring_staff time to process
the mounting paperwork involved in producing credentials, recruitment schedules,
vacancy lists, etc., and ' the
other, assisting in the 1.ncreased traffic of students coming
in to use the career materials,,
. generates a need for ·more
staff. Lacking funds , the Office
is advertising for a genie to
rub the magic lantern to
produce one combination type
receptionist/bottomless pit of
information. Increased student
traffic can only be satisfied by
a one-to-one student staff
response in answering questions about the career materials library; about joQ_s,
about referrals and about other
sources.
.
In recent years, the changed
- curriculum and especially, the
changed jqb market have
resulted in greatly changed
interests on the part of
students. Many are much more
career minded. At one time,
student walk-in traffic was
small by compafison to today ' s; the secretary could
process the thousands of
credentials requests without
having thr.ee phones . ringing

PRINT

year b~gin~ July 1
The new financial award
year '77-'78 will begin on July
1, 1977. There are no ISSC
monetary awards or institutional tuition waiveri anticipated for this summer. BEOG
grants for '77- ' 78 are not
applicable until the fall term of
1977, and therefore cannot be
used for July-August '77
tuition •coverage.
Students . who have been
awarded federal funds (NDSL,
SEOG) for the July-August
term will have their tuition
deducted from their federal
checks.
· ACT ·Family Financial
Statement and Parents Confidential Statements are no
longer required by · the Financial Aid Office. Students who
are applying for Federal funds
NDSL, SEOG, and College
Work Study for '77-'78 must

\
fill out the ISSC Monetary
A ward application.
The ISSC (Illinois State
Scholarship Commission) · will
perform two functions. They
will compute and see if
undergraduate students are
eligible for Illinois State
Monetary A ward grants, and
they will perform the needs for
analysis calculation for all
students, graduates and undergraduate!;! applying for NDSL,
SEOG, and College Work
Program. Any graduate student applying for federal funds
for '77-'78 must fill out an
ISSC application for the needs
analysis calculation.
All institutional applications
will be able· by April 1, 1977
and should be notorized as last
. year-, then returned to the
Financial Aid Office, (B wing
room 111) as soon as possible.

academics explored

•
in··Women's .Studies seminar
2. Assure the federal govby Nancy Burton
.
ernment that they are complyOn Tuesday, March 15 the
ing with requirements of Title
Women's Studies presentation
w:as Title IX and the Woman
IX.
3. Designate at least . one
Student. Resource people of ,
the discussion were Eleanor
employee responsible for coordinating compliance efforts
Prueske of the Phy_sical Eduand investigating complaints.
cation Department and Joyce
4. Notfiy all students and
Flory of Speech and Performemployees of the appointment
ing Arts and the NOW LDEF
of the person( s) responsible
PEER Project (Project for
for Title IX compliance.
Equal Educational Rights of
5. Adopt .and publish grievthe Natio~al Organization for
ance procedures for both
W~men's Legal Defense and
students and employee, comEducation Fund).
In a nutshell , '.l'itle IX of the
plaints.
·6. Notify admissions and
Education Amendment of 1972
says that if you are a school _ recruitment representatives for
both students and employees
receiving federal mon:ey, you
of the policy of non-discrimin~cannot discriminate against
tion and require ~dherence to
someone, student or employee,
on the basis of sex. Exempt
this policy.
7. Comply with physical
from Title IX are U.S. military
education opportunities as
academies, schools run by
expeditiously as possible, but
religious organizations, Girl
not later than July 21, 1978.
Scouts, Boy Scouts, YMCA,
8. There must be no disYWCA, fraternities, sororities,
crimination in student counselcontact sports, drill teams, and
ing and appraisal materials,
~heerleading squads.
financial assistance, or studeQt
According to Title IX, some
placement services.
of the actions institutions
You can get a copy of Title
must take are:
IX it!l,elf from the Department
1. Conduct a self-evaluation
of He-alth, Education, and
to identify sex discrimination
Welfare. You can get further
by July 21, 1976 (Title IX
information on the PEER
went into effect July, 1975.)

Project · by writing them at:
PEER, 1029 Vermont Ave.,
NW, Suite 800; Washington,
DC, 20005.
This law has incredible
potential to improve opportunities for women. While Title
VII of the 1964 Civil Rights
Act legislated important job
rights, Title IX has the
potential to break the vicious
cycle of wo~ en having to work
twice as hard to ge_t half as far
because schools did not · prepare them as well as their male
_counterparts fo~ the job market. (You have a BA in liberal
arts, not business, huh? Can
you type? Yoii want to be a
carpenter but you haven't
taken any shop courses, huh?)
Despite its potential, equal
educational opportunities are
still a gleam in many a
feminist's eye bec;ause enforcement has been virtually nonexistent. ~nforcment of Title
IX is the responsiblity of the
Office of Civil Rights of HEW,
and they are already swamped
with complaints. Therefore
most compliance has been in
terms of what the schools were
willing to do on their own in
good faith. Some schools have·
attempted to comply with the

spirit and the letter of the law,
but the situation is relatively
comparable to relying on good
faith efforts of auto makers to
clean up car exhaust pollution.
One effort at improving
enforcement is the PEER
project. The PEER project
people are tring to look at
compliance procedures. They
have reviewed cases marked
' 'closed." They are\Checking on
why the cases were closed, how
the Offices of Civil R1ghts
dealth with complainants, and
how vigorous have enforcement efforts been.
All UNI departments were
requested to do a self-evaluation to ide:Qtify sex discriminatory practices an~ indicate
how they would correct them if
found. Why not check out the
department of your major and
see what· they said? All
d~pa~tment re; iews are to be
on file with the UNI Aff~ative Action Office.
The -last Women's Studies
seminar of this semester will
be on March 29th at 1 p.m. ,
Rm. 216 CC. Dr. Angelina
Pedroso will discuss "The
Latin Woman and the W omen's Movement." Women
and men a~e cordially invited.
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In short, perhaps it is the
desire of many to keep these
separate groups antagonistic
toward each other, a t the same
time _keepin¥ them content by
allowing t hem to express this
separate identity. For what
purpose? Accomplishment and
power _is found in unity.
I personally hope that Dr.
Stern is 1 not removed from t he
University and that my fellow
students see him as a illustrator that uncovers the kind of
" under-the-table politics" that
has apparently long existed at
Northeastern.
·
Richard Paul Davis

letters ·t o the editor
Dear President Williams:
In a few weeks, the Due
Process Committee will come ·
to a decision regarding the
guilt or innocence of br.
Daniel Stern. Nine charges
have bee~ leveled against. him,
ranging from " causing demonstrable damage to the reputation of Dr., Samuel Betances"
to " losing, ..through his unprofessional behavior the respect
and confidence of a large
number of students - wit h
attendant damage t o the
academic program and reputation of the - Department of
Sociology, the College of Arts
and Sciences and Northeastern
Illinei s U niversity ." If Dr.
Stern is exonerated, he will be
free to retain his post at the
Univers ity, as well as he ·
should. However, if he is found
guilty of one or more of the
. charge~,. he will be sanctioned
by the a d m ini stra t ion , of
which you are President.·
How will you respond if Dr.
Stern is found guilty? You
may be inclined to take a
lenient position · due to the
added expense of t he trial, if
ex-eended (Dr. Stern has already expressed his intention
to-- take t he case to Federal
Court if he is sanctioned. ), to
put the conflict behind t he
University, to passify groups
who've supported Dr. Stern
and / or to appear fai r a nd
objective in the eyes of those
who would interpret a strong
stand against Dr. Stern to be
one necessarily in favor of his
colleague, thus signifying a
pro-minority bias. I n any case,
it is apparent that further
censures of Dr. Stern would be
pointless. He has been warned
and censured t wice by t he
Sociology Department . Yet, he
ha s pers isted in t he very
activities for which he was
cen.s ured. As a res u lt , '\
committee of his peers was
orga n ized to ev a lua t e his
conduct in a dismissal hearing.
President Williams, we, the
st udents at UNI feel it is
imperative that you protec~
teacher s from experiencing
harrassment and preclude intolerable conditions that ultimately compell them to seek
teaching posts elsewhere. • Or
do · you subscribe to Dean
Hudson's view, that " Good
teachers will leave anyway?"
It is your responsibility to
censure unethical behavior and
ensure its cessation when
confronted with it. In short~
once due process is .over and if
Dr. Stern is inculcated, will
you . proceed with authority
and moral committment to
effectuate his removal?
_,.,
Numerous questions have
been raised pertaining to t he
First amendment, tqe extent
of a teacher's duties and the
rela t ion s hip between t enure
and unethical behavior . A mong them : Is ,t he F ir st
Amendment t hreatened wit h
violation? F ree¢om of speech

entails an obligation to express when present conditions beoneself with care and precision, . come undes irable. Such de- ·
so that baseless accusations partures make for a secondmay be avoided. This hearing rate institution.
may signify the imperilnient
Finally, who is protecting
not of free expression (as Stern our rights to a . quality
supporters have maintained) education? Most of us are not
but that which is reckless and, involv.ed in power blocks. Will
unrestrained. And justifiably " you only take power blocks ·
so ! Consider Dr. Stern 's into' account? Should we
statements regarding Dr. Be- co,nsole· ourselves with. ·less
tances' visit to Guam. Though because we are attending UNI,
he lat er made an effort to as opposed to Northwestern?
retract them (which was feeble All we have to rely g n is_your
at best), t he consequences of willingness to regard our
such · allegations (in terms of needs , as you make your
Dr. Betances' professional re- decision.
putat ion) cannot easily be
retracted.
'
Students for
Should teacher be evaluat~uality Education
ed soley on the basis of his
ability in the • classroom?
Should t he administration and
student b od y overlook ex- Dear Editor,
amples of a teacher's miscon, A lthoug h I a m n ot a
duct, because he may excell in Sociology major, but a Psychothe classroom? Good pe_rform- logy Major , I felt i t
ance in one area does not
imp era t ive t o write t o the
negate a teacher's failu,res and
Print praising Dr. Stern. As I
sho r t.comin g s in the other
pondered over t he Print's last
areas of his profe~sional life, article concerning Stern (11,
for they are just as vital.
March 77), it was beyond my
Can t enure act ually foster comprehension why t he Uniunethical behavior by enabling
ver sity wa s s p endin g t hou teach er s to becom e fixed sands of dollars to take action
entities in the Univ er sity, over sporadic and ·vaguely
capable of disrupting lives and defi:g.ed complaints o:gposing
t he educational process with Dr. Stern p hilosophically, with
impunity, while carrying out action so strong as to engage
private vendet tas? · When the in Ja multiyear struggle to
adminis t ra ti on recog nizes a remove him from the universi- .
teacher's impressive· ability, it ty. I fou nd it curious t hat in
may wish to offer him tenure the very same issue, a faculty
as a means of safeguarding his member was ment ion ed as
position in t he U n iversity . having tenure here at NorthTenure ~an only be strengt h- eastern, and is still teaching,
ened by expel1ing t hose in- withou~ having a degree in t he
dividuals who act irresponsibly field he is teaching. I thought
regardiess of their stature. If t he latter surely would have
tenure eventually serves as a been - a much more serious
,haven, sheilding teachers who situation. Why then, is so
are guilty of impropriety, 'then much money, effort and time
it can prove detrimental.
being spent to remov him?
, Many have perceived this to Was it only because a few
be a co n flict be t ween two students complained? Or was
indivi duals
essentially it because he wifs incorrectly .
Stern vs. Betances. The rami- playing a seemingly very vital
fications of t his case extend far game of univers'ity functions ,
beyond t hat . As students , we i.e., t he "you serve me, I serve
have a stake in the quality of you game?" Why are faculty
education t hat we are receiving m~mbers as well , upset · with
at UNI. The ·i:najority of us Dr. Stern? If their one
. pay all or . most_of our tuition complaint is dogmatism, all
fees. We work to afford and one has to do _is take a walk
educ·ation and .!ire clearly over to the Psychology departentitled to a good one. But a ment and surely, Dr. Stern
good education is exactly tht
~ust appear to be a "motherwhich .is being jeopardized. No
ly-figure" by comparison.
individuaLshould be at liberty
Still pondering the issue, I
to disrupt a department to' the
concluded that politics was
extent that· its ability to .
indeed the game that is
operate . is impaired. Personal
determining Dr. Stern's plight.
and
professional
withTowards the end of the Print
in · a department must be
article, I found that Dr. Stern
resolved swiftly, so that
is clearly a Marxist and
individual members can reMaoist. So, once again, there
sume J.heir efforts as a unit.
is a reason for human behavior
Competent professors only that at first seems puzzeling.
remain at a University when
Interestingly, students nathey can function effectively,
tion-wide are encouraged to
wi t hout being · subject t o
· keep -separate identities. When
harrassment. If harrassment is one calls for an organization
allowed t o continue, the Unithat is n on-discriminatory
versity has not hing to gain but
[such as Marxist or Maoist in
a poor reputation. Talented
nature], somehow it is stopindividuals always have the
ped. Perhaps it is t he desire of
option to pursue other offers,
many t o k eep t he blacks,
whites, feminists. . . separate.

a

. been warned before being
ticket'ed - as though · the
individual guard were possessed of a mysterious psychic
ability to detect that persons
ignorafice of the regulations.
And the stories went on and
on.
My opinion is :1 if a guard is.•
assigned to the parking lot it
doesn't matter if he happens to
write more tickets .than a, nother guard, that's his job.
The guard is assigned to . the
parking lot and it is his job to
Jind all violations and to write
tickets for every violation he
finds.
However I t hink you are
correct about a contest that
exists. It's a contest bet ween
the · guards to see who will .be
told the most ridiculous story
as an excuse for the violation
for which the offender was
- ticketed.
L. Johnston
visitor, soon to be student

Dear Editor,
I wish to respond to a letter
written by C. Bassert in the
March 11 issue of the Print, as
I also overheard the same
conversa t ion between those
security guards.
C. Bas sert - Had you
bothered to listen to the entire
, conversation about the . ticket
contest, you · not only would
Dear Print Editor:
I agree with your commenhave gotten the ot her guards
last name, you would have also • tary in the F eb. 1~ 1977
per~eived tlie extreme sarcas- edition of the Print, that there
tic over t on es il).j ected in t o ,. should be a change in l:TNI's
their conversa tion.
present scheduling pat tern. I
A few examples t hey gave
am in favor of a pattern t ha t
would facilitate easier schedulfo r writ in g tick e t s are as
follows: 1) students who are
in:g when making ou t our
course requests. As · it now
unable to read signs t hat say
no parking until after 4 p .m. 2 ) stands, I personally find it
qu ite difficult , t o constru ct
one student complained after
schedules .where I don't find
receiving a ticket for no decal
conflicting days when choosing
- obviously if the guard had
· bothered to climb on top of.the
my courses. I . think it would
be better to have a scheduling
car he would have been able to
pattern like the one suggested
see the decal affixed to the
by D r . Charlie B'ar ber , or
right hand coru'e/ o( the moon
better yet, one that schedules
roof. 3 ) another woman aiso
classes on Monday, Wednescomplained after beipg ticketday & Friday and Tuesd.,ly,
ed for no decal - t.q prove she
Thursday as many other
had a · decal she took it out of
universities presently do. For
her purse and showed it to the
ins t ance; you can schedule
guard on du ty. (I'm not sure
yourself for a 10: 00 class that
but I t hink that this gives the
meets on Monday, Wednesday
woman t he right to park her
& Friday while taking 'another
purse in the lot.) 4) students
class that meets a t 9:30 on
who feel t heir car is valuable
Tuesdays and . Thursdays. In
enough to occupy 2 or 3 spaces
this manner you could take
at one time. 5) students who
two classes instead of one
~eceive as many as 8 -ticket;
during t his · time period as
for t he same reason before
u nder ou r p resent system
t hey get t h e m essage. ·6)
you 'd have to make the choice
students who wait 2½ months
of a 10:00 class on Monday,
into the semester before getTuesday, ·Thursday or Tues- .
ting· a a ecal. (either perm. or
day, Thursday, F riday. Thus,
t emp . ) 7 ) and the mos t
amusing . of all are the people . with a new an·d better
s cheduling system, a student
who yell at the guard on duty
would have a chance to have a
that this is their first time on
congruent schedule instead -of .
campus and they should have
(cont'd on page 5)
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letters

(cont'd .from p. 4)

a conflicting one.
Regarding the change in the
activity hour, I think the
students themselves should be
polled or questions as to how
they feel about the change.
After this survey is taken, the
results will show whether to
leave the activity hour in it's
present time slot or to move it
to the late afternoon. In any
case, the surrounding schedule
pattern itself must be changed.
Sincerely,
Marcia Mines
Dear Editor,
Right now I am sitting in
the typing room in our school,
attempting to type a paper for
a class. I really am grate~l for
the convenience of typewriters
on campus, but even this
convenience is not without it's
annoyances. For example, how
can I type a paper if the letter
" y" does not work? (That was
at the first typewriter I tried
to use!) Or, why doesn't the
"margin set" button (or any
other one, for that matter) set
a margin? I don't always want
to use the margins that are
set, but I can't figure our how
to change them on the electric
typewriters. I even decided to
"rough it" and use a manual
one. This time half of the
letters would double print, and
sometimes a space would
appear in the middle of a word
(when I hadn 't touched the
space bar).

more welcome.
Sincerely,
Sue Oakleafd
Sue Oakleaf
Editor: ,
· I just thought I had to put
in writing my gratitude and
my w:hole-hearted thanks to all
who have helped me in my
quest to make something of
Aperture.
Trying to, establish yourself
as an organization on campus
is a very difficult and time
consuming task. There are
many channels w~ch one must
go through.
From my dealing with the
Senate in early December; to
making out my first P.O., I
have found a majority of the
people to be very helpful and
understanding.
I would like to thank: B.
Freidin, L. Kaplan, P. Kelly, J .
Macior, R. Martin, J. Payette,
J. Prorock, Dr. R. J. Walker,
C. J . Zalatoris, Commuter
Center, the entire Media
Board, Student Affairs, Student Activity, Student Fees
and Allocation Committee, the
Student Government, and anyone else who offered a helpful
hand.
Aperture . would like to
··become an established Media
on campus. With the help and
cooperation I've been getting
so far I would like to continue
to believe that this goal is
possible.
Thanks again to all,
George L. Raiman, Jr.

You are probably wondering
how I am managing to type
this letter after all those
problems. Well, I am trying Dear Editor,
the fifth typewriter in this
Did you ever feel as though
room, and going VERY slowly. you 've wasted 2 years of your
I don't know what else to do, life? I can honestly say that
and ' I did finally get my paper many of my goals and
typed . But I do have a aspirations have changed rasolution to this problem: get ther drastically since coming
someone to fix the broken to UNI 2 years ago. This
typewriters in the typing school has offered many
'room! I don't know whose job worthwhile things including
it is, but it sure would make a both activities and courses;
welcome convenience much but, there have been several
times I seriously considered
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changing my major as I
our courses lack substance, Dr. Stevens hasn't released
became disenchanted with the
including the lab ·situation. any statements so I'm left to
unprofessionalism and general
(the only 2 good things about assume that things will stay
waste of time and money
lab situation is my cooperating pretty much the way they are.
teacher from Northeatern and If experience speaks then I
involved in taking courses
from a particular department.
the guidelines book, and isn't question what hope there is for
My niajor is special education ' it interesting that the same the students. I don't know
but in order to secure a degree
person who is my cooperating much abQut his education but
in this area from UNI it is
teacher wrote the book, and he is a pretty good teacher. Dr.
required of undergrads to take
isn 't it really interesting that Garrett holds more degrees
than I can name. He's been a
the sequence of courses offered
it's the person running againin· Elementary Education (and
st you for department chair- teacher at every level including
special education. His door is
this is the department of which
man?)
always
open to students. The
I speak). I've stuck it out this
Why is it, Dr. Stevens, that
students laugh about the students may be interested to
long because the degree in
department and don 't take know what changes he'd
special ed means a great deal
to me.
most of the courses/instruc- implement for example: liberOne may ask why I've · tors seriously? Why is it that alizing the seQuence of classes,
waited 2 years to say anyI've only had 2 good course in bypassing certain courses
thing. Well, recently I've
your department (again, both through the use of self study
become cognizant of the fact
taught by the same teacher modules, instituting faculty
that the Elementary Departand coincidently the same evaluations in the department,
person who's running against and being readily available to
ment will hold elections on
students plus publicizing deyou). But most of all - why is
Tuesday to elect a department
partment meetings and encourchairman. There are 2 nominaDr. Stevens so rude to
tions: Dr.- Humphrey Stevens
students? Granted , no one aging students to come.
(among other ideas).
is paying him to be friendly,
and Dr. Philip Garrett. Let's
I sincerely · hope that the
look for a moment at Dr.
but there is no reason for so
neoole involved will look into
Stevens. I've had him for class
many students to feel the way
the matter further th~n I have
they do either going in to see
and I can honestly say I did
as it merits much considerahim or leaving his office (that
learn in his course, between
tion. . I wrote this only to
the sarcastic comme~ts he
is, when he does grant
express
the students position
audiences). I thought Elemenmade about student governtary Education teachers were I'm not trying to advocate a
ment and the numerous occasions on which he'd question
supposed to be compassionate choice, as I ' m not in the
- why then is he instituting position to. I do feel a strong
why we didn't remember a
fear
in them? Why not serve as responsibility to my fellow
certain fact from our educational foundations course to
the model he advocates in his students to say this: we're
which he'd say - "You should
curriculum class? Why do you unhappy and if things stay the
suppose so many students are way they are the Chicago
go and ask them for your
turning to the teachers centers Board of Education won't have
money back if you paid for the
and duality to get out of the to worry about certifying UNI
course." In response to these 2
grads in Elementary Ed items: where were you Dr.
department?
All of the students that I've there won 't be many.
Stevens when the student
talked to on this matter feel
Pie
government tried to institute
there is a definite need for NOTE TO . PRESIDENT
faculty evaluations made pubchange. We do see a light at WILLIAMS: Please read this
lic to students? (or were you
the end of the tunnel with Dr. letter and take the future of
embarrassed that you don't
Garrett running for depart- the students into consideration
require faculty evaluations, or
was it that you would be . ment chairman. It's up to the before ok'ing a department
faculty whether to brighten chairman in elementary educaembarrassed after the evaluations were made public?) And
our futures or shut the lights. tion. If you want to contact
you have the audacity to tell
I implore them NOT TO me and students who feel as I
students to go back to · VOTE FOR WHO J THINK do, you can do so through the
Educational Foundations and
IS RIGHT BUT TO LOOK Print editor. I asked for my
AT THE ISSUES.
ask them for their money back
name to be withheld for
when, if students were to come
To the best of my knowledge obvious reasons.
to you and ask for money back
from worthless courses they've
taken through your department line would extend longer
than the Great Wall of China.
To elaborate, we feel unpreparby Chris Shananhan
ed to teach because of many of
techniques on a group of
Deaf Education Programs
hearing impaired students
will be the topic of a lecture
from the school by two speech
sponsored by The National
teachers, Jeanette HachmeisStudent Speech and Hearing
ter and Kathy Psolka, also
Association. Lois Byers of from Bell School.
·
Alexander Graham Bell School
At the present time, "total
in Chicago will speak about
communication" or a combin"aprograms for deaf and hearing
tion of signing, lip reading and
impaired children at Bell
speech is taught to the
School. Ms. Byers, the "team
children.
leader" has been on the faculty
The lecture is scheduled for
of Bell since 1963.
Thursday March 24, at 1 :00, in
A part of the presentation . room 2·031. Everyone is
will include a demonstration of invited to ,attend.

NSSHA talk on Thursday

piciurepoll

l
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by c ·1 ndy Hagerty

What is your fa~~ri_te restaurant?

,;;,~

Marla Cohen-Scorpio
Junior-English
Myron and Phil 's : They have
_.good food and great ribs.

Michael "Bags" Miller-Capricorn
Junior-Biology
Como Inn: They have strolling
minstrels and the best
Italian food.

Monica Pelser-Leo
Senior-Special Education _
Sally's Stage: The head waitress there roller skates
around and they have good
entertainment from the audience.

Jim Knorr-Scorpio
Sophomore-Economics
Jack-in-the-Box: Good things
happen there.

Denise Cirignani-Pisces
Senior-Psychology
Lancer's: They have lot's of
wine and fresh bread and
good homemade soup.
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' Thousands of Topics
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RESEARCH
Send only one dollar (to cover
postage) f6r your copy of our
latest mail-order catalog of over
7,000 research .papets.
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• Fast, Dependable Service
• Spaeches, Reporls, etc.
Al l Mate ri als Sold
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AUTlfORS'RESEARCH SERVICES INC
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. Immediate Earnings
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NiWRALYrs

5flJ7 North Kimball
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HOT DOGS , CHEESE DOGS, CHILI
DOGS. CORN DOGS, HAMBURGERS,
CHEESE BLIRGERS, GYRO BURGERS,'
BAR BECUE & ITALIAN BEEF,
POLISH & ITALIAN SAU SAG E,
CHILI, TACOS,. BURITTOS,
TAMALES, PIZZA STEAK, FRIES,
M USHROOMS, CHICKEN, SHRIM PS;
· SHAKES: ICE CREAM
.

.Vif~ serve pizza too!

1977 GRADUATES: ONE MORE DAY has .been schajuled
for graduation photographs for those who have been unable to
make an appointment. The day is Thursday, March 24. To make
an appointment contact the Student Senate office, ext. 501. .T here
is a $2.50 sitting fee to be paid to the studio. Photographs will be
taken in the Student Union Building, room CC218.
FILM: "IT'S MY TURN NOW" - topic is birth control. This
is the second film on Human Sexuality to be presented by the
Student Health Advisory Committee. The film will be presented
in the Student Union Building, room CC 215 on Tuesday, March
22 at 1:00. Do drop in.
l!;,RAEL'S BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION: March 21, 1977March 24, 1977, Students for Israel will celebrate Israel's 29th
birthday.
Monday 3-21, Village Sqaure: Isr~eli Jewelry, Books, Posters,
Food, Music and slide sh_ow.
Tuesday 3-22, Haifa Municple Theatre. Documentary two•act
play dealing with people's feelings about Israel's wars and
problems of aging. CC217, 12:00-2 :30, discussion . and coffee to
follow.
Wednesday 3-23, Exciting Israeli film marathon! CC216,
11 :30-2:30. Coffee and discussion will follow.
Thursday 3/ 24 Last chance to join Students for Israel in the
celebration of Israel's birthday. Come over to CC217, 12-2:00 for
_a super, exciting afternoon of Israeli dancing. Refreshments will
be served. Join us it's going to be a great week!!!
SCHOLARSHIP BENEFIT DANCE Club Italiano is
presenting a scholarship benefit dance· on Friday, April 1 from
7:30 till midnight in Alumni Hall. Free pizza with your $3
donation. For tickets come to 'the Foreign Language Office 2-040
in the Classroom Building. Reserve your pizza and fun now!
SPANISH CLUB PRESENTS LA COLMENA PLAYERS
UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE NOTED VENEZUELAN
DIRECTOR CARLOS CONTRERAS in two outstanding one-act
Spanish language plays: EL HOMBRE QUE SE CONVIRTIO
EN PERRO and EL DELANTAL BLANCO in the
AUDITORIUM on Thursday, March 24 at 1:00 p.m. FREE .
The Physical Education Majors will be hosting a Square Dance
on March 25, 1977 Friday in the gymnasium. Everyone is
welcome. Come in blue jeans and gym shoes. Tickets are on sale
now. The donation in advance, is $1.00 and at the door $1.50.
There will be refreshments served. The time is 8 p.m. till 11 ?p.m.
Come and bring all your friends to the Western Roundup Square
Dance.
CCAB CLASSICAL MUSIC PRESENTS FAMOUS OPERA
EDUCATOR AND t MJ>RESSARIO BORIS GOLDOVSKY
WILL SPEAK ON , WAGNER AT NORTHEASTERN
ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, BRYN MAWR AT ST. LOUIS IN
C HICAGO ON MARCH 24 AT 7': 30 P .M. IN THE
AUDITORIUM . TICKETS WILL BE ON SALE AT THE
DOOR. FOR INFO CALL 583-4050 ext. 505, 506.
CCAB CLASSICAL MUSIC PRESENTS A BACH FETE
WILL BE HELD AT NORTHE A STERN ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY ON MARCH , .,.18 AT 8:00 P.M. IN THE
AUDITORIUM AT BRYN MAWR AND ST. LOUIS. THE
CHICAGO CHAMBER ORCHESTRA UNDER CONDUCTOR
~IETER KOBE R W I LL BE FEATURED IN THE
BRANDENBURG CONCERTI #1 , 4 AND AN OBOE
CONCERTO BY BACH. ADMISSION IS FRE E. FOR INFO
CALL 583-4050 ext. 505, 506.
VETERANS! FIND OUT WHAT'S GOING ON WITH
YOUR GI BILL & MILl'l'ARY SCHOLARSHIP. Both will. be
discussed at the next meeting of the Northeastern Illinois
Veterans Assn. Friday, March 18th, 8 PM at the clubhouse, 4336
N. Western Ave. Meetings in April will be on the 1st and 15th,
same time, same place. All veterans and concerned individuals
are invited. Report on our National Convention will be presented
Friday, April 1st. Party -:-- Saturday 26, 8:00 at clubhouse.

'

FIRST ANNUAL SPANISH LANGUAGE SHORT STORY
CONTEST is now getting under way. Details available in 2-040
(Foreign Language Office). Deadline for manuscripts is March 31..
PRESENTATION OF CASH AWARDS to the, authors of the
three top entrees is scheduled for April 5. HURRY ... HURRY .
.. HURRY!
.
.
The next·STUDENT SENATE MEETING is.Mareh 21 at 7:00
p.m. in the Student Union Building Room 217.
CHARTER REVIEW MEETINGS are held at 1:00 p.m. on
Thursdays in room E-214.
STUDENT FEES AND ALLOCATION MEETINGS are held
at 1:00 p.m. on Tuesdays in room E-214.
STUDENT PARKING APPEALS BOARD MEETINGS are
held at 10.:00 a.m: on Tuesdays in room E-214. Personal appeals
can be made by calling extensions 508, 509.
The Union for Puerto Rican Students is proud .to present
Miguel Pinero's, "SHORT EYES.," a prison drama in two acts.
The play will be presented in the U.N.I. auditorium on April 1,
1977 at 6:00 p.m. The second performance will be A:pril 5, 1977 at
12:30 p.m.
THE FINANCIAL AID OFFICE is alerting all students that
77-78 ISSC Monetary Award applications are now available in
the Financial Aid Office. It is critically important that the
application be completed immediately by 1) all current year
holders of Monetary Awards, and 2) all current year Federal Aid
recipients (loans, grants, work-study) .
YEARBOOKS ARE AVAILABLE NOW, YOU MAY
PICK UP YOUR COPY IN THE YEARBOOK OFFICE[ across
from the gameroom] OR THE PRINT OFFICE.
MEMBERS FROM THE WIZ will be here at UNI on
Thursday, March 24 at 1:00 in the Science Building room 102:
Come and meet the leading characters from "The Wiz." Learn
how a great musical is put together. Hear the actors, the musical
conductor, the dance captains and meet them after this open rap
of the Fine Arts Forum, sponosred by the Speech and Performing
Arts Department.
FREE BLOOD PRESSURE CHECKS will be available at
Northeastern Illfnois University in the Ca.mmuter Center
Building, Room 218, between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. on Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday, March 21 , 22, 23.
This service is being provided hy the Chicago Department of
Health's Hypertension- Control Unit.
All are welcome.
BORIS GOLDOVSKY , the famed opera educator and
impressario will speak on -WAGNER- Thursday March 24 at
7:30 in the Aud. Tickets are free with UNI ID or $2.00 for
non-UNI students. - -A CCAB Classical/Music presentation;
SUMMER DOLDRUMS? If you have been to classes during
the summer, you know it can sometimes get to be a drag. CCAB
has an answer ! The CCAB Summer Series starring you in the
Summer Committee. Get in touch now with CCAB and help bring
some excitement to UNI this Spring-Summer!
'
JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR and PORGY & BESS are both
coming to Chicago! CCAB DISCOUNT TICKETS can be
:arranged , just tell us that you want them by dropping a note in
-campus mail addressed to CCAB-TICKETS E205 (tickets will be
made available only to one show based on interest)

S -KATING PA RTY!!!!!! Tuesday, March 22, 1977, 9:00 · 11:00
p.m. $2.00 Admission. Everyone welcome, Refreshments and
s ka t e rentals a vailable. NILES I CE RINK , Ballard a nd
· Cumberland. There will be a table set up in the village square if
a nyone wishes to ~urchase a ticket in advance;. Tickets will also ,
be sold at the door. ,
UNI RIGHT TO LIFE : NATURAL FAMILY PLANNING on
Tuesday, March 22, t here will be a presentation on Natural
F amily Planning. This will be held in the Student Union Building
room CC 217 at 7:30. UNI students, are admitted free with I.D.,
all other adults $1, couples $1.50.
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'Chere IS a difference!!!
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PREPARE FOR :

UNI SPECIAL
10% Discount on Purchases ··
with UNI 1.0. Card

GMAT • GRE • OCAT
CPAT · VI« · SAT

MOTORCYCLE COURSE OFFERED AT UNI: The Illinois
Department of Trans portation will sponsor a course on
Motorcycle Safety Foundations, consisting of 11 hours of
classroom inst ruction. Motorcycles are provided. Starting dates
are April 4, April 25, May 9, May 31, or June 13. For furt her
information, and registration call extension 480. ,

Our broad range of p rograms provides an umbrella of testing know-how tha t enables us to offer the best prepa ration
availa ble , no ma tter whic h course is ta ke n . Ove r 38 yea rs
of experie nce and su cc ess . Small c lasses . Vol um i nous
home stu dy materials. Cou rs es that are co nstant ly updated . Per ma nen t cen ters o pen days & weeke nds al l yea r.
Complet e tape fa cili t ies fo r review of cl ass lessons and for
use o f supplem ent ary material s. Make-ups fo r miss ed les- ·
sons at our ce nters.

ASK ABOUT OUR
COMPACT COURSES
20~0 W .. Devon
~ ~~
Ch1cag.o , Il l. 60645(,

(31 2 ) 764 ·51 51

KAPIAN

EOUCA TIO NA L CENTER

Outside NY State Onlv
CALL TOLL FREE

808-22 1-9840

TEST PREPARA Tt O N
S PECIALJS TS StN C E 1Cl 3d

Centers in Major US. Citie s
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FINE ARTS FORUM: Conducted by Robert Walker of the
Speech and Performing Arts Department brings outstanding
talent to UNI from t he world of legitimate theater. Through t his
forum reduced rates are offered to students for various local
p erformances . Contact the Speech and P erform ing Arts
Department, or Dr. Walker, ext . 503.
EQUUS: This award winning play at the Studebaker Theater
now offers a special for students, faculty and staff. Tuesday,
Wednesday, Sunday, and Saturday matinees at the box-office
only, main floor seats 16, 1st balcony $5, 2nd balcony $3 with
your I.D. This is especially arranged for college audiences in
Chicago by Dr. Robert Walker of the Speech and Performing
Arts Department as part of the Educator's Theater Committee.
1
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~he othea- side ·
by Ronald D. Weslow
"Those who do not learn from
histoiy, are doomed to repeat
it."
Recent occurrences at
Northeastern have confirmed
the notion that despite the
avowedly liberal nature of the
school and, outwardly at least,
of the students, prejudice and
· narrow-minded racism still
exists here. I am referring to
the calls for a "Caucasian
Week" following African heritage week, as well as a
predominance of Latino oriented activities.
It appears .a reawakening of
racial pride in Whites , is
imitating Black power, Brown
power, electric power, and
whateve.r Now pride in one's
heritage is not suggestive of
Whites supremacy, the KKK,
or other hopefully disdained
tene~s of the past. yet, is it sad
that after White supermacist
nonsence was scientifically and
socially discarded, and after
the same racist ideas which
manifested itself in the Black
and Latino uprisings, both

Better.Junior& Ms. Cwthes For Less Money

75%

Dally 10:30-S:30
Thurs. 10:30-8:30

Sunday ■ 12:0CrS:OO

and possessing a thousand
interests rather than common
other differentiating characterskin color or age. Indeed, why
istics? One would think people
stop at African · and White
with a University · education
Pride? Why not Asian week
would realize that dividing
and Eskimo week and Argenpeople by arbitrary biological
tino week? Folly, yes, but
groups does not entail a
only a "logical" extension of
similar divison of viewpoints,
the present situation of bur·
ideas and outlooks along those · geoning defensive racial identibiological factors. One would
fication . Needed now is a
realize that all Blacks are· not casting aside of all hatreds in
of one mind, or that all youth
favor of a truly common
is united for whatever cause,
denominator - intelligence
or that "Latino Power" speaks
and personality. The perpetrafor all (or even a majority) of
tions of African Heritage or
the Latinos. Perhaps it is time
Latino Heritage or White
to put aside such. needlessly
Heritage are equally guilty of
dividing chara.cteristics and
lumping hundreds of different
concentrate on relationships
peoples into the same melting
with individuals, · or those
pot. Diversity and appreciaindividuals having common
tion of one's heritage, yes, but

before and now, some are now
turning full circle and claiming
their stake on the basis of their
color rather than their accomplishments. PRINT made the
point well when they lamented
over the irony of youth's cry
for human unity regardless of
biological factors now being
downgraded for the special
interests of racial class.
(Strangely, though, this lamentation did not appear
during Black Latino emphasis
on their heritage, but only
after a Caucasian spoke up.
Better late than never, I
suppose.
We must · learn that unity
and brotherhood are hindered
rather than helped by identification of friends or foes
through racial, ethnic or secual
categories. We must stress not Black power, or Latino power
or White power, but rather
Individual Power. "Power to
the People," is a nebulous
term at best,_for who are "The
People?" Are they not Blacks,
Whites, Browns, poor, rich,
middle class, landlords, tenants, executives, machinists

OF WHOLESALE & RETAIL APPAREL .
TOP QUALITY NAME BRANDS
AT SAVINGS UP TO
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when such activities conceal a
more sinister force, that of
reverse discrimination or original discrimination, because
of race, all the people are the
losers in the long run.
A historian once remarked,
"We learn from history that
we do not learn .from history."
Such a thought applies perfect·
ly to those advocating an
· intense racial pride, be they
Black or White or whatever.
We must see to it that such forces can never again determine the fate of any person on
the basis of skin color or
country of origin. We do not
need another doctrine of "The
Divine Right of Kings" based
on race.

PUBLIC
OFF THE
SUGGESTED
RETAIL PRICE

' 539•1450

Students for Israel
sponsors

ISRAEL'S 29th INDEPENDENCE CELEBRATION
March 21 ~24

monday: -ls,aeli Cultu,al Exhibit.
Israeli food, posters, crafts & jewelry, info on the
country & its people, info on tours & programs.

-Village Squa,e 9:ao am - 2:ao pm
Tuesday: Voices from Israel
Haifa Municipal Theatre Group will perform docu,mentary plays based on authentic in_terviews with

individuals who experienced first hand the Arab Israeli wars - and the problems of aging.

Room CC217, Noon .-

Page 7

2:30 pm

Wednesday: ls,aeli Film Festival
Room CC216, 11 :30-2:00 Short Israeli Films

Thu,sday: F_
olkdancing
Room CC217, 12:00-2:00 Learn Israeli Da11ces
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postscript
by Larry Brittan
by Larry Brittan
Does it make sense studying
to become a teacher? If you are
sure you want to become a
teacher, is there any point in
studying how to teach? Can
you be sure techniques advocated by one person are any
better than those proposed by
somebody else? Even if you
formulate a sound educational
philosophy and benefit from
those who offer you valuable
information, will you be able to
find a satisfying job once you

have learned about teaching. If
you want to be a teacher, you
must answer these questions.
You may obtain a job in a
public school and achieve the
security of tenure, a steady
salary, and fringe benefits,
but, must you lose your senese
of integrity or find yourself
compelled to teach in such a
way that you destroy your
student ' s individuality and
creativity? If your answer is
not an emphatic " no" then you
should go into some other

" Co mpare and you' ll bet your bottom
do llar o n us.
" Because w e're the onl y li ne of 100%
natural cotton 14-ounce denim jeans in the
world without ' jeans problems'.
"Sedgefield Do-Nothing :;: denim w ith the
amazing Sanfor-Set* process.
"That's our built-in competitive edge.
"And the reason we beat their pants off.

"SEDGEFIELD JEANS
DON'T SHRINK OUT·OF·SIZE.
"You're never in a pinch or bind with us
because, regardless of how many times we're
washed, the size you buy is the size we stay.

"SEDGEFIELD JEANS
· DON'T NEED IRONING.
" Throw away your iron. Because w e' re
so wri nkle-resistant we come out of the washer
and drier 'ready to w ear!

"SEDGEFIELD JEANSSTART OUT NICE AND SOFT.
"We w on't 'stiff' you because we start
o ut soft and get softer, faste r.

profession. There are too many
teachers in the public school
system who don't really give a
damn about guiding their
students. If you want to teach
third grade you must enjoy
working and playing with
eight and nine year olds.
You will have to do
considerable soul-searching to
discover your niche in the
teaching profession. You will
employ trial and error often in
order to discover the best
methods for you. Don't let one

failure slow you down. Set
reasonable goals, be persistent
and strive for excellence. Your
rewards may be more humanitarian than monetary, but
keep in mind that teachers in
the metropolitan Chicagoland
area make fairly good money.
Today's teachers are better
educated than ever before, but
they need an environment
conducive to their growth and
their support of society. Teachers will teach better when they
themselves are better taught.
What is needed is more
opportunities for classroom
observation and teacher aiding
before the _m ore formal student
teaching in a prospective
teacher's senior year. A teacher to be must have a good idea
of what they are getting into
well before their last undergraduate year.
Northeastern' s
Teachers

nsEDGEFIELD JEAN1

DON'T COST ABUNDLE.
" Our biggest edge? The p1·ice you don't pay
for Do-Nothi ng beca use we cost no more them the
regular price of the biggest seller.

"IF WE'RE LYIN-G
YOU GET YOUR MONEY BACK.
"Because w e've got an unconditiona l 1-yea r
warranty: Just send us back o ur jeans and vve'II
replace them. Or refund your money.
"Interested enough to try us on for size?
"Then just dial this toll free number:

"TO FIND SEDGEFIELD JEANS NEAR YOU
DIAL 800 T·H·E EaD•G·U'

fed

e~~®~~p

Center Program offers methods courses in suburban and
urban settings to be taken
concurrently with field experience in schools as to make the
c_ourses more practical. This
program provides an opportunity for a career decision early
in the student's college life.
prospective teachers should be
exposed to a innovative teacher education program which is
communited based , student
oriented, and stresses earlier
and more frequent classroom
involvement by future teachers. This is a step in the right
direction.
We must have better teaching! We must experiment to
find methods to meet the
sophisticated need ~ of our
increasingly complex society.
Yet teachers are denied indisputable proof of their effectiveness. Few dependable means of
tracing the consequences of
one's teaching, of discerning
the precise extent to which
their efforts have helped
students to learn is available.
Many of the teacher's perplexities and frustrations stem
from this fundamen tal predicament. When one has no
satisfactory means of evaluating various courses of action
and assume which will be the
most effective. It is not
· surprising then to understand
why teachers generally follow
traditional practices and resist
innovations. When it is not
possible to demonstrate that
one method of operation is
superior to another, custom
tends to prevail.
You must debate whether to
act according to your educational philosophy, save children from perceived oppression
and boredom, or to assume a
traditional role which would
salvage your relationship with
paren ts a n d administr ators .
The firs t two al t erna t ives
requires courage, savvy, finesse and integrity, the latter
implies dissolving invisibly
into the mainstream of the
status quo.
Today's teacher should have
the courage to speak his or her
mind to an administrator or
parent while actively supporting the rights of their students. Such a teacher must
also be an assertive and firm
leader, capable of changing
progressively with the times. ,
The teacher should be dynamic
and enthusiastic so as to
motivate the student, compassionate to understand the child
and strong to set an example
for the youth. Otherwise,
adjustment to the status quo
will be .Promoted, rather than
guiding youngsters to think
for themselves and give meaning to the cliche: "Educate the
children today, so they become
the leaders f<;>r tomorrow."

With thegBuilt·in Edge.

"Flowers & P /,in ts for All Occasions"

§ JH[ A\

Jc? JE Jll- .J~ Jl OJCl J[ §1r §
3358 Wes t Bryn Mawr
Chi ca go. Il l . 478-6276

10% DISCOUNT
TO ALL
UNI STUDENTS
AND FACULTY
WITH I.D.'S

I
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Peer a dvisors n eeded
for _u pcoming orientatiOn

-.

Applications are now being
accepted for st udents interested in serving as peer advisors
wit h U n iversity Counseling
Center staff during this summer's Freshmen Orientation.
On eight consecu tive days
(dates are not definite yet, but
will fall between July 18 and
August 5 ), about 100 freshmen
will be invit ed on campus to
register and become acquainted with No r theastern. The
University . Counseling Center
is seeking t he assistance of
students interested in providing leadership assistance in the
small group sessions to be held
wit h t he freshmen.
If y ou are a student
t hinking about p.ursuing a
career in the Social Services,
serving as a peer advisor will
give you the- opportunity to
explore your leadership and
- guida nce capa bilities. T he're
will be five, two hour tra,ining
sessions held during the week
prior to the beginning of
Orientation. The focus of these
sessions will be discussed with
the freshmen and develope
their communic'ation, assertivenss, decision making and
group
leadership
sokills.
Through helping ·others, former peer- advisors have found
the experience to be rewarding
and satisfying. ·Many peer
advisors commented that they
had a better un_d erstanding of
people - how -their personalities are different and how
they found themselves learning to .relate better to various

types- of people which resulted
to their gaining more self-conf id enc e
fidence.
. Par ticip ants - in the peer
advisor program· will be eligible to receive two credit hours
through P .I.E.
Peer-advisors will be lxpected to attend ea ch day _ of
Orientation from 8:45 a:m. to
1:00 p.m. Our goal to make
ea·c h freshmens ' first experience at Northeastern worthwhile . and enjoyable and to
provide a learning experience
for those s tudents serving as

peer advisor s . If you are
interested in being part of this
program we welcom e your
application. For more informat ion or to obtain an application
contact David Helfand, · Univ ersity Cou n seling Center ,
B-115, ext ension 364, during
any of the following times:
Mon(iays
9:00 a.m.
12:00 noon
Tuesdays
12 :00 noon
3:00 p.m.
Fridays - 9:00 a.m.
12 :00 noon
Applications must be submitted no later than April 18.
The Arve Connection brought an unusual brand of modem dance
routines into the UNI auditorium on March 11 and 12-c An
appreciative audience witnessed how Richard Arve and his
talented crew achieved their notoriety.

Alcoholism ·and drugs
a top.ic at Psych
Club meeting
Psychoth_erapy in the area of
Alcoholism and Drug Addiction will be the topic for the
next Psychology Club meeting, Thursday, March- 24, at
1:00 p.m., Room S-325. The
speaker, Mark Nozika, is a
graduate of Northeastern 1974,
a psychotherapis t for the
Pro~ective Seminars in Child
Abuse Investigations, Department of Child and Family.
Services, and graduate student
ll
the University of Illinois,
Circle Campus. His experience
in the field of Alcoholism and
Drug Addiction extend for
almost a period of ten years,
in~luding a position at Grant ,

NEED HELP
IN CH,OOSING
A CARE ER?

Hospital Outpatient Clinic as
an Outpa tien t Psychotherapist, and has recently begun
seeing alcoholics for individual
psychotherapy. In_an ipformal
discussion Mark will be sharing with us his experien_ces,
development, education, and
work .in the field of P sychology.
•
This discussion; which . is
presented by the Psychology
Club , is the first- in a
symposium that has b$len
planneq to interview graduates
of Northeastern who are
working and/or gi:aduate students in the varirius areas of
Psychology.

For information on
a train,ing program
& career opportunities wri te to:
MISSIONARIES
OF AFRICA
(A Catholic mission socie ty for mw)

.------------~-----~-----,
I

UFO expert

I
... I

i

I
I
I

visits UNI
by red
The problem is not things
t hat go bump in the dark, but
probably your next door
neightbor!
Dr. Hynek gave a laxed rap
on tlie UFO Phenomenon. The
major phenomenon was actually t he fac t t hat t he slide
projector didn't work properly. but the affair was fun.
P ersonally I ' eat up all stuff
on extraj;erritorial occurances
because I do believe in other
in t ellig ence. "It would be
statist ically sttipid · to think
that we are the only intelligent
· life in the universe," replied
Dr. Hyneck,
If you do site a UFO your
options are: 1 ) d on't tell
anyone (t hey may lock you
up ); 2 ) send your st ory to
'Tat tler '; 3) be sure to take a
picture of t he phe~omenon ; 4)
call the center for UFO studies
at Northwestern University or
5) call- me and .we'll be scared
together!
J ust remember what the lion
said in the Wizard of Oz; "I do
believe in spooks, I do believe
in spooks!"

I
I
II
I

Mis sionaries of-Africa
·
2020 W. Morse Avenue
Chicago., Ill. 60645
Name_
. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _

I
I
I
II

Address

I
I

___

I

I
I
I

City _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ Zip__

'
College

.
.

Age____

~------------------------·
. . . - - , .·.
r. . ,. . . .~ .
~~

~-41

c;us

I
l Hc°c&\N
.--I1OPEN
AT 11 a.m. DAILY
-•
9PEN FOR LUNCH

... FOR THE
STUDENT WHO'S
BEHIND IN .. .

CH!MISTRY
Volume II

ALGEBRA ... GERMAN
... ECONOMICS ... BOTANY
... BIOLOGY ... FRENCH
.. : ENGLISH ... PHYSICS
... CHEMISTRY
... AND MANY ·OTHER SUBJECTS
Grea t f or review
perfect
to help yo u c at ch up fa st
Proq rammed for m at keeps you
from was ting t,m e . le ts you
concen trat e · on areas wh ere
you need the mos t he lp .

Kroch's & Brentands
THE FULL SERVICE BOOKSTORES®

29 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60603 • DEarborn 2-7500
BRANCH STORES : 516 N. Michigan Ave . • 62-E Randoloh St • 16 S LaSalle St
1723 Sherman Ave :. Evanstnn • 1028 Lake St . Oak Park • North Mall. Old Orchard
Oakbrook Center• EvP,rgreen Plaza • R,ver Oaks• Lincoln Mall• Randh~rst Center
Hawthorn Center • The Mall al Che rryvale (Rockford ) • Woodfield Mall
Fox Valley Center• Water Tower Place

--------COUPON-----~-,
I

-.

f · ~REE ;_ 1 Pitcher beer .with med. pjzza

I Ji I_

FJtEE -:- 2 Pitchers beer wit~ large pizza
50¢ off _-:, any luncheon order

I
I
_ I

1-L--~--------------------Movie Nite .- Sun ., 10:30 pm,

Ladies Nite , Tues.,
1- Thurs.,
Unescorted Females,
&

\ 54

-

a Drink

ILOUNGE - PUB

l\ 5338 N. Lincoln
\
~

'-9...-

-.:w.~._. . . . . . 784-9638
.

.
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To my crazy friend,
Spontaneity is the spice of life.
You'll never get old. ILY and I miss
you beyond words.
.
Dirty Back
P.S. Yes, Iwould ..Would you have
me, even if I wasn 't a rich doctor?
Now, that's crazy! But don 't stop
dreaming about something that
could be so beautiful

free classifieds '
FOR SAI.E: Complete AM-FM
Stereo 8 track car radio includes:
four speitkers, wire harness, four
s peaker grills and ins tructions .
Price $150.00 Call 267-7019, and
ask for Dave

FOR SAI.E: WROUGIIT IRON
D:::NEn'E SEI'. 41 ½ INCH W Alr
NUT (FORMX::A TOP) OCTAGON
TABIE (WITH LFAF 59 INCHES
WNG) . PLUS FOUR CHAffiS .
EXCELLENT CONDITDN. $150.00
PHONE 685-8477

--------------/

To M.B . .
I love you ....

WONDERING:
I told you the man's name on
first is Who. But your curiousity
prevails AAH- well Whats on
second. By the way, I don 't Know ·
is on third.Signed,
I D0N'TKNOW

Darlin',

Good luck Mr. O'Leary. Don't
drop your Union card.

Congrats to Brenden O 'Leary.
Please make an appointment for
your date with the guillotine.

Don't keep making yourself un. happy. I love you and always
have. Life has a lot in store for
you and me. Let's live through it
together.
'
M

Griff and Barbara:
Thank you for the letter. I
appreciate the favor.
C.J.

R.W.
Where are you?
S.B.

FOUND: NOTEEOOK, 3 ring,
blue in cafeteria. Owner can claim
_ in Security OffJce .

FOR S~LE: Large 3-drawer
dresser, 44 " long, 33" hign, with
attachabi.J full-size mirror, $15 or
best offer. Caroi ext. 668 or 671.

~ U E Dll:ORATIVE MarBEL SHEETS 4ft. x 5 ft. x 1 ¼
inches BLACK-GREEN, WHITE,
IDEAL FOR TABIE TOPS, 9299368 after 9 p.m.
CIAUDJNE

· $20.00 REW ARD: FOR THE
RETURN · OF (SLIGHT) PRESCRIPTDN -SUNGLASSES WST
IN THE VICINITY OF THE
VILLAGE SQUARE ELEX::TION
TABI.E ON 2/23/77. Call Physical
Plant Office . Ext. 205 & 206.

FOR SALE: 73 VEGA GT
hat.chback, coppertone, 4 spd, AC,
tinted wind, AM/FM, cust. int. &
mags, posi, new radials & brakes,
fair cond. $695. or best offer. Call
583-4050 X501 bet. 10 & 4 Duke.

AUDII'DNS - JOBS - CCAB
has received word that Kings
Island in Kings Mills, Ohio is
searching for " live shows performers and technicians" ... "more than
170 positions are open for the '77
season" .. . "singers, dancers musicians, musical groups, and technicians in costuming , lighting ,
sound, and stage management.·
Auditions _in Chicago are to be held
at the Pick Congress Hotel May 2;
Consult the CCAB bulletin boards ,
(located between Vil Sq. and the
gym and near the CCAB office
EW5) for further information.

WANTED: A RIDE to Deerfit,ld

High School: May-August. Anyone
registering for Principles of Diagnostic Testing with Gertrude
Meyers and looking to be in a car
pool from Chicago (Northwest
side, but it doesn 't matter) please
call 286-2914 Diane Cheely.

personals
I see UNI is going thru the
motions again: Three guesses who
beomes the new sergeant at the
"portable of miracles."
11111111m1

QUil' SMOKING:
All i can say is that it's about
time . Soon your will be able to
breath even fresher air if your
sister would follow your example.
The kid will always be- around
when and if you need me.
WVE'TOM

I.S.

WONDERING:
The one exclusive sign of a
thorough knowledge is the power
of teaching.
ARISTOTI.E

JUST WONDERING:
rm sony to inform you that . I
was not refering to you- CLASSY.
Signed,
I Don't Know, Who, What?

FOR SAI.E: 76 Vega Wagon,

A/C, am-fm-8 track, 3-spd. mats,
steel belted radials, side mold,
gauges, tint glass, green ext., black
int., 14,000 miles, under 60,000
mile warranty. Call Mark at
736-4638 after 5:00 p.m.
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Right On- Let's get rid of the
stickers and the stinkers!

What would happen if the
dynamic duo. ended up a trio?

DEAR LIA [The cutie in the
Sweet Shoppe],
How about dropping that jock"
and going out with a real man.
Keep your eyes peeled fo'r a
blue-eyed admirer. You deserve
the best, beautiful.
[ME?]
Dear Fredo,
Even though you are so short,
we still love you.
The GUYS
To Nancy, the Baron Queen,
The foxiest chick in the nook.
Love, the guys
Dear Claude,
Its a pleasure having English
with you. I love you.· Here's my
phone number, please, ple~se,
please call me, baby!! 262-5160 I'll
be waiting.
Love Always,
Nancy
Dearest Tim,
I love you. Why don't you ask
me out?
With love,
Your Secret Admirer,
You know who
Laura Laymen,
Thanx for listening and giving
advice. I feel I can-really confide in
you and everyone needs someone
to talk to once in a while.
Thanx, from
The Sign of the Crab
P.S. If you ever need a listener .. .
Dear George S.,
Dr. U misses you in his class.
He j ust can't lick the course
without you!.!
signed,
Sr. Mary Sheila

Bobby T.:
I miss you very very much. I
miss your little pats, hugs, and
kisses, all your encouragements, ·
and _even · all your jokes! Things
around here will never be the
same, the love which you gave us,
is now torn apart by bitter
divisions. You're a beautiful person.
Love,

AE
Bondz,
Hi! there! hope all is going well if
not it'll get better!
M.B.

Joey Jelen,
You don't know ·me but I know
your brother. Tell him Wayne 's
little sister says " Hi!" Also
congrats on making the hockey
team'! By the way, who do you like
better, Millard or Kriesal?

Sh,ryl: This is the HAPPY
BIRTHDAY that was never put in
the paper a couple _of weeks
ago!!!! !!!

John: · You still have your FUMANCHU- - what does that
mean????? deb

Mike,
So you say you like tight jeans?
Cindy

.

VICki
have to wait, you have to
you have to wait, but. . . I
~ait, I can't wait, I can't
heidette

Surf Board Saver:
It's saver, not savor or savior.
Detroit was grand and so was our
entrance to Lynne's wedding. Are
/ you going to bring your pj's to
Toledo too?
Tom and scratched Arm Pits

Richard Pau~ Davis:
The "under-the-table-politics" at
this place are so thick you 'd need a
heavy duty chain saw to cut
through all the crap. Stem will
probably be asked to resign like
others ha~ been asked to do . I
hope he'll stay and give 'em hell
This place makes everyone sick!

To my sister Julia,
Happy Birthday
Jeanne

SNOOPY: My ad came in too late
for the last issue, and I don't feel
like writing it over again. Any way,
best wishes.
Gay Junior
P.S . Why did you spell Valeqtine's
wrong?

Nancy K:
Why don 't you start another gay
and lesbian student's group?
Gay Junior

Dear Sprack,
Good luck and have a great time
on the TH:.
Love, Marisa

To ISA Pledges,
this is your last week pledging
so make it a good one. Hell will be
on its way. Good luck, and keep
on studying the book.
Flrst HaH of Pledge Committee

Anita Biyant needs a sex-change
operation. The only problem is
deciding which sex to --give her!
(Stolen from Saturday Night)
- -an orange juice but not Anita
fan.

--------------\

To the second Half:
This is the personal you wanted.
Brian said that we can come down
to get his laundry anytime even if
he doesn 't have any. Carlos does
not drive , that's why he hasn 't
called. I can't wait till April 20.

Flrst HaH
PFARl.;
IN THE EVENT I DON'T SEE YOU
AFORE YOU LFAVE FOR THE
HILLS KNOW THE, YOU ARE
RIGIIT IN LFAVING THE ZOO,

GO WITH A SMILE AND A
THOUGIIT, CH:c:AGO IS WSING
ONE HELLUVA GOOD WOMAN.
WVE'BEST "O" WCK,
LUKE

I.aura and VICky ·
Rhonda Goldstein,
Have a very Happy Birthday.
·
Jeanne

It is worth it, I know rve been
there . Good luck with your last
weeks of pledging.
J.B.

Chuncky,
Well here it is finally. sony to
keep ya waiting so long! Just want
ya to know ya mean a lot to me!

Donna,
Let's go back and visit MONROW!!! Only kidding.
Jeanne

.---- --- ~- . ------ f .

--------------JIMBO : Happy ST. PATRX::K'S
DAY and I love you!!! (Hope to
say this a million more times in the
years to come.)

Miss
You
wait,
can't
wait.

Dear Lunch Bunch:
Thanks for the personal The
next time we go out for lunch let's
try that Mexican place. rll bring
the Alka-Seltzer!!!
--Barb

M.B.

Ming,

thankx much for all the rides!!
really do appreciat.e them & your
friendship!
M.B.

Joan K
Your modeling talents are now
needed . Contact your pinball
partner.

Bob T.
Since yo·u can't beat me at
KW. OF LS.A FAME:
basketball how about swimming
As you may know one of your - - with me on Thursdays?
friends
the crazy staff "kid"
KW. OF LS.A. FAME:
As you may know, two of your
friends have now QUIT SMOKDennis R.:
ING!!! WHY don't you join the
You could have tried, as a favor
band? The pizza would surely taste
to a friend. Maybe the snakes
better if it weren't covered with
really wouldn ' t have minded,
smoke! So, for your benefit as well
much.
as mine: Pl.FASE AT l.FAST TRY
AnnF.
AND QUil' SMOKING!!!!!!
---- .
WVE" QUil' SMOKING
TO ELflABEm MAmE SYGJEL:
-------------- '
HAPPY BIRTHDAY SWEET 20.
. Rich,
Sangria [lots of it]
Too bad the third button was on
your shirt!
Janet
To my, extremely confused asker:
I definitely think that I positively
believe I probably will but then •
Adonis,
again I'm still not completely
H you can be as considerate of sure!?!
me as I am of you then we could
Boom-Boom
have something really great. Think
about it, and please notify me as to
Choo Chooyour feelings .
Please be good for Uncle Frank
Love, Proserpina
and give him lots of love and
kisses for me . Also , don't disturb
Sue, Tom, Tony or Ken too much·
Tim,
or you will get Uncle ·Frank
Have a party soon, Regan needs
evicted.
a chance to play the part!
Love,
Justice of the Peace
A Disabled Vet

--- ~------

Mister Donut,
Thanks for the frostin·g!
Ripley's Believe You or Not

Does anyone at UNI know -what a
lambda pendant signifies?

------ •

Teller 84:
When we go camping, let's
make sure that we pick a spot with
a lot of gorgious natural scenery.

t -------

Rich,
Lawyers grow old fa!2l
See You Soon

.

'

1lcla!t Girl

;

I
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Kasper confident of
upcoming baseball season

advantageous.
by J_ohn Stepal
.I<.:agle fans can assume that
An indication of the
1976-77 has not been good to
UNI will give Lewis, defending
Northeastern's athletic teams.
NAIA champion the past three
strength of the Chicagoland
Our football and volleyball
sessions, and St. Xavier, who
Collegiate Baseball Conference
teams floundered during the
won the conference last year, a
is that Lewis and Northeastern
received both of the at-large
fall. Winter was not kind to us
legitimate battle for conference
either, as our basketball
berths for the District playoffs
honors this time around.
(men :s and women 's) and
The lineup which will atlast year. There is no indicahockey teams all suffered
tion that this season will be
tempt to better last year's
disappointing seasons. The
24-15 mark has Mark Obal at
any different, as both the
saying goes that a young
shortstop, Bob Hessberger in
Flyers, Eagles, and also St.
man's thoughts turn to love in
center, Tom Kokos at second
Xavier expect to battle it out
the spring. Ray Kasper's love
base, Marc Lenihan catching,
this year. Other conference
is baseball, and his attitude
Steve Kowalski in left, Joe
teams include IIT, George
regarding
this year's team
Trotta in right; Mark Tanne·
Williams, Circle, purdue IJ Calseems perfect, as Northhill at first, and Scott umet, and St. Francis.
eastern's baseball coach feels
Lancaster at third. Kasper has
The team plays its home
that "Other teams have to
not yet decided on his games (all nine of them) at
beat us, instead of the other
Harrer P_a rk, • a small, rather
designated hitter, but his
way around." While Coach
pitching staff appears to be poor facility which Kasper
strong, ~as freshmen Jerry cites as the reason UNI has to
Kasper did not come across me
as being arrogant or cocky in
Byers and Wayne Burton have play nearly all its games on
joined veterans Larry Funsch,
the road. The park is located
Although the Golden Ice Eagles had their ups and downs, one his statements, he displayed a
Rich Carmen, and Al Harge- at 6250 W. Dempster in
player consistently turned in a good performance which is the certain confidence that this
sheimer.
Morton Grove. Before the ,
man pictured above, goalie Mike Romito. In recognition for ' liis year's baseball ·team will not
be
another
in
Northeastern's
This
year
Northeastern
has
Eagles
even see the park they
service to the team, his team elected him Most Valuable Player: .
recent string of disappointthe distinction of playing all must embark on a seven team,
[Photo by Cynthia Hagerty]
ments.
but nine contests of their fourteen game road trip which
It woul_d certainly appear
fifty-game schedule on the begins tomorrow and includes
that Kasper's remarks are not
road . While this isn't the visits to Indian '. and Wisconbased on idle chatter, either.
disadvantage that it is in a sin, as well as local teams r;iuch
He is not htSitant to ·proclaim
sport such as basketball, as Northwestern and Chicago
this year'!' _team as being the
playing forty games in places State. By the time the team
strongest he has coaclied in his
such as Rensslaer, Indiana, comes home on April 4 UNI
seven
years
at
the
helm.
There
Milton,
Wisconsin, and Mem- will have a good indication of
by Benilde Polverini.,
is more depth at every
phis, Tennessee, just to name what to expect fro m this
Ms. Guzik of the Physical you're really doing is gymnas- position, which means that
a few, cannot be considered · promising team.
Educa tion Department of tics. Surprisingly so, gymnas·
Northeaster~ Illinois Universi- tics and ballet are the main
Pictured below is the Average White Team, the squad that survived to become champions of the
ty is getting together an components of aquatic art.
single game elimination basketball intramurals. Top row from I to r: Augie Zezule, Pete Lazzara,
aquatic arts swim team. She is
Some of the most beautiful
Jim Deveray. Bottom Row: Pete Genges, Luis Alvarez, Pete Fosco and Steve De Roose. [Photo
looking for men and women stunts in aquatic arts · are
by Carol Jean Zalatoris]
who have intermediate swim- actually nothing more than
ming skills. She prefers people gymnastic stunts like forward
with previous background in rolls, walk-overs, round-offs,
aquatic arts.
back-bends, etc;
Guzik' plans to put a show
Ballet also plays a big part
. together for some time in in aquatic arts. Most of the
June. The theme of the show ·arm movements are ballet
will be decided by members of arm movements. The ballet
the team at the first meeting lifts which are used a lot in ice
and workout.
skating are also used a lot in
Aquatic art is swimming aquatic arts. But don't be
developed as an art form
fooled by how simple the lifts
rather than a competitive look. It takes just as much
sport. This is accomplished
strength on the girls part as on
through the use of figures,
the guys 'part to get up into
floating patterns, shallow wa·
the lift and keep the balance.
ter lifts, and stroking variaAll in all, aquatic arts is an
tions that are synchronized to extemely beautiful sport. But
music. It differs from compeW it is not a simple sport. You
tive swimming in the fact that
need both strength and coora theme is developed through . dination to do well in this
the use of the above mentioned
sport. The men especially need
, \.
· skills.
the strength to lifl the girls
J.
As far as skills go, you
right out of the watir and into
never learn all of the stunts
the air.
that are involved . There's
If you are interested in
always something new to
joining the team, feel qualified,
learn.
and have Thursday nights
It's a_n interesting sport
free, then feel free to come to
because it involves the skills of
our first meeting in the pool on
many other sports. You use
Thursday. March 24, at 6:00
by John Stepal
Northeastem's first round
marching skihs when you
p.m. and bring you suit and
Express wouldn't have · much
game took place last Saturday,
Just as the Average White trouble with A WT, but what
stroke'fo music. You use dance towel. Or contact Ms. Guzik in
and A WT responded with a
Team was about ' to be actually happened was quite
skills when doing the deck the Physical Education Deconvincing 74-57 drubbing of
work. When you do stunts in partment. We need a lot of
eliminated from intramural the reverse, as the Average
Oakton. The game was fairly
the water 1n· aquatic arts, what men and women.
basketball, the impossible oc- White Team won handily,
curred. Down by _ a 14·2 40-31.
. close at half, as Northeastern
ODOOOODODDDDDODDODDDDDDODODDODCIIODOOOOODCDOODDDDC
halftime score against the
led Oakton, 35-29, but the
This wasn't the same te~
Demons, A WT untilized a that struggled to a one-point
second half saw A WT pull
fullcourt press and came back decision over the ' Demons.
away, a result of their effective
/
to win, 27-26. This meant that A WT shot incredibly will
fast break.
a team which had only against the Express, but their
_Northeastern's next game is ,
managed two . p·o ints in the tough defense and domination
tomorrow at noon, when A WT
first half of their , semi-final of the boards really keyed the
faces the winner of teh
game would advance to the upset victory. The win put
Northern Illinois-DePaul
finals. - As expected, their A WT into the college tournagame. Should they win this
opponent was. the powerful ment, which is new this year
game, UNI will advance to the
Express, who breezed past the . and gives Northeastern a
semi-finals. Only time will tell
Who, 48-33. Most observers, chance to see how it rates
how far this talented team can
including myself, felt that the ~thletically with other colleges.
go.

P.E. dept. to
offer aquatic arts

Average White Tea-ID displays
Cinderella _qualities

PIZZA
25~ a slice

Every Thursday from 1-2PM
Newman Center
5450 N. Kim ball

